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Abstract
This work deals with the creation of a stochastic translation algorithm capa-
ble of encompassing the reactions for translation initiation, elongation and
termination in a unified framework based on Gillespie’s algorithm. By look-
ing at reactions from the point of view of the ribosome. That is as transitions
from one of the 64 available codons to the next, the system was reduced to
64+2m equations, with m being the number of mRNA species in the system.
Using this approach, the system no longer scales with molecule numbers
or mRNA length, increasing only by 2 reactions for each additional mRNA
species.
The algorithm was validated by replicating the results from the Heinrich-
Rapoport (H-R) model as well as the Zouridis-Hatzimanikatis (Z-H) model.
The stochastic protein translation model by Mitarai et al. was also recov-
ered using the algorithm. Furthermore the use of the stochastic translation
algorithm allows for a complete analysis of the noise of the system. In the
H-R model it is shown that increased noise levels in polysome sizes around
the phase shift correspond to the fast increase in polysome size observed in
their results. From comparing the Z-H model to the stochastic translation
algorithm, it was shown that as protein production reaches its maximum
with respect to polysome size, protein noise reaches a minimum.
The report ends by suggesting further work that can be accomplished by
using this algorithm and the questions that can be answered, opening the
door to several interesting experiments.
Lausanne, June 19th 2009,
Olivier Burri
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Chapter 1
Introduction
4
Chapter 2
Goal Of This Project
The Laboratory of Computational Systems Biology has accumulated an ex-
tensive knowledge about protein translation through the use of deterministic
models [10, 13, 20, 21]. To enhance this knowledge and complete the set of
tools and models available, the need for a stochastic model for translation
became apparent. There exsits a large body of literature regarding the study
of noise in biological systems [1, 7, 9, 11, 12, 17], but for the purposes of the
current approach, the models suggested were either too global or scaled di-
rectly with mRNA length [18]
The aim of this project was to develop a stochastic simulation algorithm
(SSA) for prokaryotic protein translation that could encompass the variable
translation rates of the ribosomes as they pass over different codons. The
algorithm was to provide information that allowed for the study of noise dis-
tributions in the system, which would help to understand the engineering
principles driving translational regulation.
The approach focused on a Gillespie direct method algorithm, where the
elongation reactions are seen from the point of view of the ribosomes, switch-
ing from one codon x to the next y on the mRNA as Rx → Ry with elongation
rate KE(x). To select which ribosome reacts at each iteration of the elonga-
tion process, the index of a ribosome is selected at random from a table stor-
ing the position and mRNA molecule of each ribosome at a reacting codon
x. This allows for the algorithm to be independent of the mRNA length,
allowing several mRNA species to be included simultaneously if desired by
adding only 2 reactions per new mRNA species to the Gillespie backbone.
To validate the algorithm, it was used to recover the results from the
continuous H-R [6] and Z-H [20] models, and from the Monte Carlo model
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of Mitarai et al [15].
The algorithm is able to produce information about every species in the
system, the ribosomal distributions along the length of the mRNA, the num-
ber of initiation, elongation, termination reactions, the polysome sizes. This
data is output to text files that can then be easily read by a statistics software
suite.
2.1 On Systems Biology
“You Can Build A Perfect Machine Out Of Imperfect Parts.”
This was a“flavor text” that had been printed on a card from a role playing
game in the late 90’s. It is a nicer take on “more than the sum of it’s parts”
and goes quite well with systems biology.
Biological systems are inherently complex. The amount of data that ex-
ists inside a single 1.10−15l cell is unimaginable, The entirety of the organ-
ism’s genetic code is stored digitally within it, as well as an extremely dense
proteomic machinery that can read this code, respond to external stimulus,
maintain homeostasis, coordinate sequences of intra- and extra- cellular reac-
tions, eliminate harmful substances and micro-organisms, as well as perform
a myriad of other actions; this make the cell one of the most beautiful and
complex systems that are known to exist. And yet it is made of of common
atoms, forming molecules. These molecules are subjected to thermodynamic
and entropy laws that break them down over time. But put together these
”imperfect parts” that do not amount to much on their own, contribute to
the most amazing emergent behavior that is known: Life.
Looking at each individual component through a reductionist approach,
though yielding very important information, cannot explain the behavior of a
whole system. Systems biology’s paradigm adopts a holistic view of biology,
which seeks to study the complex interactions between molecules, enzymes,
DNA, proteins, etc... by describing it as a system. This approach can help
derive the ”engineering laws” that govern biological systems of many scales
and explain their properties.
A beautiful example is a recent article by Grubelnik et al. describing
the striking similarities between biological and electrical systems with the
use of signal amplification cascades [4]. The paper illustrates how the design
principles for signal amplification cascades in cells are mathematically fully
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equivalent to those of man-derivied amplifier systems.
With this idea in mind, discovering new principles through modeling can help
us gain a deeper understanding of the system in question, but also derive new
laws that can be applied in a number of engineering fields.
How do deterministic behaviors, such as delicate gene regulation, chemosta-
sis or signal transduction .arise from such an inherently noisy system? One
needs to remember that this is a physical system, ruled by thermodynamics,
and that the small number of molecules involved make the noise a non-
negligible part of it.
Systems biology has managed to strive thanks to the development of the
computer to aid in the calculations of the models that would be, except in
the simplest cases, almost impossible to work out analytically.
2.2 Protein Translation in Prokaryotes
Prokaryotic protein translation is quite well understood in terms of the play-
ers involved and an important body of literature exists, providing experimen-
tal results that can help create mathematical models.
Here a brief overview of prokaryotic translation is presented, so as to un-
derstand the system that is to be modeled by this paper.1. The initiation
of translation is summarized in figure2.1. The two main steps are the high
affinity bindings of the ribosomal 30s subunit to the 5’ end of a free mRNA
strand, followed by the binding of the ribosomal 50s subunit along with the
tRNA carrying methionine, placed on the ribosomal A site.
Ribosomes are large ribosomal RNA/ ribosomal protein (65%, 35%) com-
plexes, of a length of about 20nm, weighing about 2700kD2. Due to their size,
the ribosomes occlude a certain number of codons on the mRNA when they
are bound to it. This is referred to as their Occlusion Distance.
Because prokaryotes do not possess a nuclear membrane, DNA is trans-
lated into mRNA that quickly becomes bound to ribosomes as the mRNA is
churned out from the RNA polymerase. As long as a given length of the 5’
end of the mRNA is accessible (not occluded by a ribosome), another ribo-
some can bind to the same strand, resulting in a 1D row of ribosomes moving
1Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prokaryotic translation
2http://redpoll.pharmacy.ualberta.ca/CCDB/cgi-bin/STAT NEW.cgi
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Figure 2.1: The initiation of protein synthesis in prokaryotes, in a condensed
form. Image c©Richard Wheeler (Zephyris) 2005, from the free licensed me-
dia file repository Wikimedia.
along the mRNA, which is commonly known as a Polysome.
The elongation process involves several steps that are summarized by the
model of Zouridis & Hatzimanikatis [20, 21] (See Figure 2.3 ). For the pur-
pose of this work, it is enough to notice that the elongation process revolves
around the 1D movement of ribosomes along the length of the mRNA, which
each step matching a codon to its anti-codon on the tRNA, and adding an
amino acid to the growing protein chain. Each codon that makes up the
natural genetic code of most organisms, consists of a triplet of any of the
four nucleotides (A,U,C or G), yielding a total of 64 possible nucleotide com-
binations. Considering that there are 20 amino acids that are digitally coded
this way, different codons can code for the same amino-acids. The appar-
ent redundancy (or genetic code degeneracy) confers robustness to protein
translation and also adds a new level of transcription regulation [3, 14, 16],
through variable codon transcription rates for the same amino-acids, which
will be discussed during this work. A table of the natural genetic code is
available in the annex (Figure9.1).
The termination process occurs when a ribosome encounters a STOP
codon while reading the mRNA. This causes the unbinding of the two ribo-
somal subunits and the liberation of the newly synthesized peptide chain.
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2.3 Modeling Translation
Following is a very brief introduction to modeling in systems biology, in either
deterministic or stochastic form.
Continuous Deterministic Models
For a long time, deterministic models have been the main focus of systems
biology. The concept behind these is that a biological system or pathway
consists of a series of inputs and outputs that can be expressed in terms
of ingoing and outgoing fluxes for each species in the system. These fluxes
represent the change in time of the different species in the system, and are
expressed by using mass action kinetics, laws that allow to explain the be-
haviors of solutions in dynamic equillibrium. The flux expressions make up
sets of ordinary differential equations (as well as other types) that can then
be solved through numerical integration. They offer both quantitative and
qualitative insights as to the behavior of the system over time and at steady
state.
Example: Heinrich-Rappoport Model Heinrich and Rappoport [6]
presented a deterministic model of protein translation that takes into ac-
count the physical consequence of ribosomes sitting on mRNA by attributing
them an occlusion distance L. In their model, by varying the elongation rate
KE, the initiation rate KI , and the termination rate KT , they go on to show
how ribosomes pile up on an mRNA strand, and how this affects protein
production and polysome size. A sample result is shown on figure 2.2.
Example: Hermione In a paper by Hermione Zouridis and Vassily Hatz-
imanikatis [20,21], a more in-depth deterministic, sequence-specific model is
proposed, taking into account most of the known reactions of the elonga-
tion process explicitly. This allowed for the elongation rates to be codon-
dependent as well as offering a more accurate model that made fewer as-
sumptions, based on first principles rather than ad-hocassumptions
A summary of the model is discussed in figure 2.3. The elegance in the
approach lies in considering the ribosomes as molecules at different states
(corresponding to different steps in the elongation process), and the devel-
opment of control parameters to quantify the influence of each state on the
system, gaining a better understanding of the limiting steps in the translation
process, depending on the parameters used.
The conclusions drawn from their studies are as follows (non-exhaustive):
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Figure 2.2: Synthesized proteins per minute and mean polysome sizes for α-
globin with varying initiation rate (KI)(x axis). Ignore the dashed lines. Val-
ues of the curves: (a) 1 mRNA, large ribosome excess (100), KE=43.2min
−1
, KT = 6.0min
−1; (b) KT = 6.0min−1; (c) Kw = 90.0min−1
• Increasing polysome sizes lead to increased protein translation rate,
which reaches a maximum, and then decreases again, due to overcrowd-
ing.
• The kinetics are initiation and elongation limited for low polysome sizes
and are termination limited for high polysome sizes.
• The maximum protein synthesis rate occurs at the polysome size cor-
responding to the maximum elongation rates for which polysome dis-
tributions are still uniform along the length of the mRNA.
These points are summarized in figure 2.4, taken from [20].
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that accounts for all the elementary steps of the translation
mechanism. Specifically, our model includes all the elemen-
tary steps involved in the elongation cycle at every codon
along the length of the mRNA. We performed a sensitivity
analysis to determine the effects of the kinetic parameters
and concentrations of the translational components on the
protein synthesis rate. Utilizing our mechanistic framework
and sensitivity analysis, we investigate the steady-state pro-
tein synthesis properties of a single mRNA species. We
determine the protein synthesis rate as a function of poly-
some size and then identify ranges of polysome sizes in
which the translation kinetics are initiation-, elongation-,
and termination-limited. Additionally, we investigate how
ribosomes are distributed with respect to elongation cycle
intermediate state and sequence position under initiation-,
elongation-, and termination-limited regimes. To understand
how each elongation cycle elementary step contributes to the
kinetics of a given elongation cycle, we introduce a reduced
version of our model. We propose that translation rate at a
given polysome size depends on the complex interplay be-
tween ribosomal occupancy of elongation cycle intermediate
states and ribosome distributions with respect to codon po-
sition along the length of the mRNA, and this interplay leads
to polysome self-organization that drives translation rate to
maximum levels.
METHODS
Elementary steps of the elongation cycle
The translation elongation phase is a cyclic process that involves codons,
ribosomes, amino acids, tRNAs, elongation factors Tu, Ts, and G, and leads
to the assembly of polypeptide chains (Fig. 1 A). Each aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-
tRNA) binds to Ef-Tu:GTP, forming a ternary complex (Step 13). The
ternary complex then binds reversibly to the ribosomal A site in a codon-
independent manner (Step 1). After finding the correct codon match and
reversible codon-dependent binding (Step 2), GTP is hydrolyzed (Step 3),
Ef-Tu:GDP changes position on the ribosome (Step 4), and is released (Step
5). In a two-step process, Ef-Ts catalyze regeneration of Ef-Tu:GTP (Steps
11 and 12). During accommodation, the aa-tRNA undergoes a conformation
change and enters the A site (Step 6). Transpeptidation then occurs (Step 7),
where the peptide chain is transferred from the peptidyl-tRNA to the aa-
tRNA, resulting in the elongation of the polypeptide chain by one amino
acid. Reversible binding of Ef-G:GTP (Step 8) facilitates translocation (Step
9). During translocation the P site tRNA and codon move to the E site of the
ribosome and the A site tRNA and codon move to the P site, resulting in the
complex moving toward the 39 end of the mRNA by one codon. The tRNA
in the E site is released along with Ef-G:GDP (Step 10), and Ef-G:GTP is
recycled in a two-step process (Steps 14 and 15).
Model formulation
We have employed the following assumptions in the formulation of the
mathematical model for the elongation cycle. A graphical representation of
the elementary steps of the elongation cycle with nomenclature from the
model formulation is included in Fig. 1 B.
FIGURE 1 (A) The elementary mechanistic steps of the translation
elongation process. Ribosomal A, P, and E sites indicated on the interme-
diates between Steps 1 and 2 and Steps 9 and 10. Step 1, Reversible, codon-
independent binding of the ternary complex to the ribosomal A site. Step 2,
Reversible, codon-dependent binding of the ternary complex to the ribosomal
A site. Step 3, GTP hydrolysis. Step 4, Ef-Tu:GDP position change on the
ribosome. Step 5, Ef-Tu:GDP release. Step 6, aa-tRNA accommodation. Step
7, Transpeptidation. Step 8, Reversible binding of Ef-G:GTP. Step 9,
Translocation. Step 10, E site tRNA release. Steps 11 and 12, Ef-Ts catalyzed
regeneration of Ef-Tu:GTP. Step 13, Ef-Tu:GTP binding to the aa-tRNA.
Steps 14 and 15, Regeneration of Ef-G:GTP. (B) A graphical representation
of the elementary elongation steps of the translation elongation process with
nomenclature from the model formulation as explained in the text. Fluxes
Vð1Þij;n;r and V
ð#1Þ
ij;n;r represent reversible, codon-independent binding of the
ternary complex to the ribosomal A site. Fluxes Vð2Þij;n;r and V
ð#2Þ
ij;n;r represent
reversible, codon-dependent binding of the ternary complex to the ribosomal
A site. FluxVð3Þij;n;r represents GTP hydrolysis. FluxesV
ð4Þ
ij;n;r andV
ð5Þ
ij;n;r represent
Ef-Tu:GDP position change on the ribosome and Ef-Tu:GDP release,
respectively. Flux Vð6Þij;n;r represents aa-tRNA accommodation. Fluxes V
ð7Þ
ij;n;r
and Vð#7Þij;n;r represent reversible binding of Ef-G:GTP. Flux V
ð8Þ
ij;n;r represents
ribosomal translocation. Flux ðVð9Þij;n;rÞ represents E site tRNA release. The
intermediate elongation cycle states that occur before and after transpepti-
dation (Step 7, panel A) are considered to be one state in our model ðSð7Þij;n;rÞ.
After release of the tRNA in the ribosomal E site ðVð9Þij;n;rÞ, the subsequent
elongation cycle is ready to begin with the ribosomal P site positioned at
codon n11.
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Figure 2.3: A: Schematic representation of the elementary steps of the elonga-
tion process. B: Graphical representation of the elongations steps considered
in the Zouridis & Hatzimanikati model.
While providing very valuabl info mation on the description of the trans-
lational machinery, the Z-H model cannot capture the effec s of noise since
the processes are modeled as continuous. So information about the stoc astic
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effective elongation rate constant magnitudes that are spe-
cific to different polysome sizes. These results are used to
investigate how self-organization of bound ribosomes with
respect to the elongation cycle state and position occupancy
affects the relationship between translational behavior and
polysome size.
Effective elongation rate constants and
polysome size
To investigate differences between the results of the ZH
model and the MG-HR model we scale the effective elon-
gation rate constants by dividing them by the characteristic
effective elongation rate constant, and we compare the scaled
effective elongation rate constants derived from our reduced
model (Eq. 28) under initiation-, elongation-, and termina-
tion-limited kinetics (Fig. 6). We observe that under initia-
tion-limited conditions the effective elongation rate constants
along the length of the sequence are approximately equal to
the characteristic effective elongation rate constant. Under
elongation-limited kinetics the reduced model predicts
effective elongation constants approximately equal to five
times the characteristic effective elongation rate constant and
protein synthesis rates are driven to maximum levels. Under
termination-limited conditions the effective elongation con-
stants are approximately equal to 48 times the characteristic
effective elongation rate constant at positions spaced one
ribosome length apart due to ribosomal queuing along the
length of the mRNA, while the rest of the effective elon-
gation rate constants vary between ten and five times as
much as the characteristic effective elongation rate constants.
In the reduced model the conditional probability (Un,r) is in
the denominator of the expression for the effective elonga-
tion rate constant, keffE;n;r (Eq. 28), suggesting that k
eff
E;n;r
increases as Un,r decreases due to crowding. At low poly-
some size, ribosomal crowding on the mRNA is minimal, so
Un,r! 1 and keffE;n;r is approximately equal to the characteristic
effective elongation rate constant. As polysome size in-
creases, ribosomal crowding on the mRNA increases; Un,r
decreases causing keffE;n;r to increase. At high polysome size,
ribosomal crowding on the mRNA is maximal and Un,r ! 0,
causing keffE;n;r to approach the magnitude of the translocation
rate constant, k8. Hence, at high polysome size the effective
elongation rate constants at positions spaced one ribosome-
length apart are approximately equal to k8. The maximum
protein synthesis rate occurs at the polysome size corre-
sponding to the set of effective elongation rate constants that
are maximal at each sequence position, while still uniformly
distributed along the length of the mRNA.
We observe that the effective elongation rate constants
along the length of the mRNA transition as polysome size
increases from having magnitudes driving high translation
rates to magnitudes that decrease translation rates. To
understand how this relationship develops, we investigated
effects of relative values of the elongation cycle intermediate
FIGURE 5 Relationships between translation properties and polysome
size using the MG-HR model. (A) Specific protein production rate as a func-
tion of polysome size. (B) Initiation (solid line), elongation (dashed line),
and termination (dotted line) control coefficients as functions of polysome
size.
FIGURE 6 Scaled effective elongation rate constants with respect to
codon sequence position under initiation-limited (r ¼ 0.0033, solid line),
elongation-limited (r ¼ 0.95, dashed line), and termination-limited (r ¼ 1,
dotted line) conditions.
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Figure 2.4: Protein production rates with respect to ribosomal density ρ. A:
Plot showing maximum production rate. B: Control parameters for Initiation
CvKI , Elongation, C
v
KE
, and Termination CvKT , and their relative influences as
polysome sizes increase.
behavior of the system cannot be recovered.
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Discrete Stochastic Models
Stopping for a moment to consider the nature of the systems under study,
it can be shown that under certain conditions, modeling in continuous form
is not sufficient [8]. Deterministic models are acceptable when faced with
very large numbers of molecules, so that the way their fluxes are expressed
approximate the molecular fluxes happening at the thermodynamic limit. In
practice, a system is usually considered to be at the thermodynamic limit
when its molecule numbers are close to the Avogadro number(6.022.1023
Molecules). Below this value, deterministic modeling is not sufficient be-
cause the discrete nature of the system generates stochastic behaviors.
Cellular processes are confined to a small volume (that of the cell) and to
small molecule numbers, so many of them operate under the thermodynam-
ical limit.
With about 4’000 mRNAs and 18’000 Ribosomes, a typical E.coli cell
cannot be modeled in a deterministic way if emergent behavior caused by
stochastic processes wants to be studied . In the case of protein translation,
the discrete nature of the states of the molecules, such as the availabilities of
free mRNAs for ribosome binding or the one-codon-at-a-time movement of
the ribosome along an mRNA strand, require a discrete ‘per step’ view that
reflects the finite nature of the system, also called a jump Markov Process.
To remedy this with the help of computers, methods for modeling discrete
systems have been developed, and take many forms, such as Markov Models,
Petri Nets, and Kinetic Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo methods rely on random number generators to simulate the
non-deterministic nature of the systems being modeled. (For a good intro-
duction, the book ”Stochastic Modelling for Systems Biology” by Darren J.
Wilkinson is suggested).
The difference between deterministic models and stochastic models, math-
ematically speaking, is that rather than considering the fluxes of molecules
going from a given state or species to another, these models deal with the
probabilities of these events taking place inside a certain volume with certain
molecule numbers (not concentrations). One ends up with a linear system of
differential probability equations, called the chemical master equation (2.1).
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P
(
~X; t+ dt| ~X0; t0
)
= P
(
~X; t| ~X0; t0
)1− M∑
j=1
ajdt
+ M∑
j=1
P
(
~X − ~vj; t| ~X0; t0
)
dt
(2.1)
In this expression, ~X is the state vector of the system with P
(
~X; t| ~X0; t0
)
the probability that the state is ~X at time t, given that the state was ~X0
at time t0. The first expression in the right-hand side sum then represents
the probability that no reaction takes place in the interval t + dt, and the
second expression represents the probability of there being a reaction ~v so
that the system was at ~X − ~vj at time t. M is the number of reactions
in the system and aj = cj.hj is the propensity of reaction j, that is the
probability that reaction j will occur within t+ dt in the volume considered.
cj is the mesoscopic reaction rate constant of reaction j and hj is the number
of possible combinations of the reacting molecules of reaction j.
One cannot solve the chemical master equation explicitly for anything but
the smallest systems, as it grows combinatorially. What can be done using
Monte Carlo methods is to recover a realization of the chemical master equa-
tion. By taking the data of many runs into ~X that follow the constraints of
P
(
~X; t| ~X0; t0
)
, it is possible to infer the complete state-space of the system.
Example: Mitarai Paper This Masters project started by replicating
the algorithm developed by Mitarai et al. [15], which uses a Monte Carlo
simulation with a constant time step ∆t. At each step, the probability of a
ribosome binding to mRNA is calculated as Ksf∆t, the probability of bound
ribosomes to move as KE(codon)∆t, the probability of a ribosome at posi-
tion L to unbind from the mRNA as KT∆t. With Ksf , KE(codon) and KT
the initiation, codon-dependent elongation and termination rate constants.
Figure 2.3 offers a schematic representation of the different steps involved in
their model.
This paper also deals with a further aspect of protein translation which was
mRNA rates of birth and decay, which will not be included here.
The model was tested against experimental data of recombinant protein
production using the LacZ plasmid and a modified construct, where ”slow”
codons were added. The output they observed was protein production using
radioactively labeled amino-acids.
By looking at the accumulated radioactivity in lacZ operon variants and
using their Monte Carlo agorithm to replicate the radioactivity measure-
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ments, they were able to show that the presence of ribosomal queueing due
to variable elongation rates was the most likely factor explaining data (Figure
2.6).
Through their discussion, show that a fully deterministic or a uniform
codon distribution for the stochastic mechanism were not sufficient to de-
scribe the model, explaining that the variable codon elongation rate con-
stants, though creating bottlenecks close to slow codons, also helped regulate
translation through careful codon usage.
expression slightly, probably because of transcrip-
tional polarity, whereas the same sequence inserted
only once gave no detectable ribosome queues and
no reduced expression.2
To analyze the interplay between the stochastic
movement of ribosomes and queue formation, we
determined key parameters associated to translation
of the lacZ mRNA by introducing a model that
reproduces the previous experiments.2 The model is
an extension of the stochastic hopping processes,
considered for uniform translation rates5,6 and
extended to codon-dependent translation rates.7–9
Also, Ringquist et al. investigated a number of
variables that determined the strength of the lacZ
ribosome-binding site (RBS), including the strength
of the SD (Shine–Dalgarno sequence complementary
to the 3′ end of 16S rRNA) interaction, the distance
between the SD and the initiation codon, and the
nature of the initiation codon.10 They concluded that
their data were consistent with a simple kinetic
model in which a variety of rate constants contribute
to the process of translation initiation. Our work
attempts to specify these rates by reproducing
experimental data on lacZ translation with and
without slow inserts in amodel.We now can analyze
how codon usage and mRNA stability may be used
to influence speed, expression yield, and metabolic
cost associated to protein production.
Results
Description of the model of translation kinetics
First, we model the basic dynamics of translation.
Figure 1 depicts ribosomes that translate an mRNA.
Translation starts by binding a 30S ribosomal
subuni to codon 1 with the rate Ks, provi d that
the binding site is accessible, which requires that no
ribosome is within the occluding distance, d, from
the binding site. The ribosome stays at codon 1 for a
time, τ, to assemble the translating 70S ribosome.
Then, for each time step dt after τ, all ribosomes have
a probability Rxdt to move one codon forward,
where Rx is the translation rate for the codon at
position x. Possible movements are accepted only if
the distance to the preceding ribosome is larger than
d. When the ribosome reaches the end of the mRNA,
the peptide is released with a rate Kt.
We also model the finite lifetime of the mRNA by
simulating an ensemble of mRNAs produced at
random times and subsequently degraded with the
rate that reproduces an average of p translations per
mRNA. When mRNA degradation is initiated,
translation initiation is stopped and ribosomes that
were already initiated continue translation until
terminating at the 3′ end as suggested by previous
experiments.11,12
The detailed description of the simulation proce-
dure is given in Methods. The java applet of the
model can be found at http://cmol.nbi.dk/models/
RibosomeTraffic/RibosomeTraffic.html.
Description of the experiment
Using this model of translation dynamics, we
reproduce the in vivo experiment for incorporation of
radioactivity in a model protein.2 The experiment is
performed as follows: At time t=0, the ensemble of
mRNAs being translated in steady state is exposed to
a 10-s pulse of radioactive 35S-methionine. The pulse
is stopped by adding a large excess of unlabeled
methionine to the culture. After this chase, samples
are taken at 10-s intervals and the radioactivity in the
completed protein is determined. Figure 2 shows a
schematic incorporation curve. The sketch of the
mRNA along the ordinate axis illustrates that shortly
after the 35S-Met pulse and chase, only ribosomes
that were close to terminating at the time of the pulse
will contr bute radioactivity to the finished peptide.
As time progresses and more samples are taken,
more and more radioactivity will accumulate in the
finished peptide. When the first ribosome on the
mRNA at the time of the pulse has terminated
Fig. 1. Visualization of the mod-
eled translation of lacZ mRNA:
Ribosomes move from codon to
codon on an mRNA, with transla-
tion rates that depend on the codon.
Each ribosome occupies a space of
11 subsequent codons, and subse-
quent ribosomes are initiated with a
rate given by Ks. The time of
forming the 70S initiation complex
is usually set to 0.2 s. The black
middle bar indicates the positions
of methionine residues in yellow.
The lower panel shows the distri-
bution of the fast translated A
codons (yellow), the middle rate B
codons (blue), and the slowly translated C codons (red) in the 1027 codons of the parental lacZ gene in pMAS23. When a
ribosome reaches the stop codon, it is terminated with the nonlimiting rate constant of 2/s.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of Monte Carlo model that was used in
the Mitarai paper. R1, ..., Rx are the different codon-specific rates. Ks, the
Initiation rate and Kt the termination rate.
Gillespie’s Algorithms
The paper by Mitarai et al. is an elegant approach at modelling protein
translation in a stochastic form, but has certain limitations that this work
aims to overcome.
• Ribosomes are considered to be in excess, thus ribosomal concentrations
play no role in the model. However, in E.coli , the concentration of
ribosomes translates to about 18’000 per cell. If one considers 1000
mRNAs, that means that there are about 18 ribosomes available per
mRNA on average. The similarity of scale demands for ribosomes to
be considered explicitely.3
• The framework is a fixed time step Monte Carlo which does not cap-
ture the physical properties of the system, which consists of chemical
3E.coli Stats: http://redpoll.pharmacy.ualberta.ca/CCDB/cgi-bin/STAT NEW.cgi
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the mRNA as a function of the average number of
translations before it is degraded. Figure 5a shows
how the lacZ mRNA translation time is predicted to
increase with the average number of translations of
the mRNA. Already at 30 translations per mRNA,
the stochastic effects have increased the average
translation time by 5% compared to an mRNA that
was only translated once. Figure 5a also shows that
a stable mRNA would be translated 1.7% slower
than the present lacZ mRNA translated on average
30 times.
This suggested to us that bacteria might have
evolved unstable mRNAs as yet another way to
untangle and minimize ribosome queues. We now
compare the cost associated to mRNA production
and recycling against the cost of making the
ribosomes that would compensate for the ones that
waste their time by collisions and the additional
Table 3. Comparison of the conservation of synonymous codons in the 5′ and 3′ ends of mRNAs
Percentage of synonymous
codons replaced in segment rpo C 5′ rpoC 3′ tufB 5′ tufB 3′ tsf 5′ tsf 3′ rpsL 5′ rpsL 3′ rpsG 5′ rpsG 3′
E. coli 536 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Shigella dysenteria 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Salmonella paratyphi 0 21 7 11 11 23 0 10 3 6
Erwinia carotovora 10 31 5 17 15 23 20 31 15 13
Yersinia pestis 13 48 26 42 27 29 29 26 26 21
The sequences encoding five randomly chosen, highly expressed genes; two ribosomal proteins; two elongation factors; and one RNAP
subunit were obtained from The Institute of Genomic Research or Genbank databases. The codons in the 5′ end and the 3′ end in each
gene (40 and 60 codons, respectively) were compared to the corresponding E. coli MG1655 sequence. The table lists the percentage of
synonymous codon replacements in these gene segments. The database has one Erwinia, five Escherichia, four Salmonella, six Shigella, and
six Yersinia species or variants. The codons used within each of these groups were almost identical and only one example is listed for each
family. E. coli 536 was the only one in the E. coli set that differed fromMG1655. Codon changes to nonsynonymous codons are not listed.
Fig. 4. Space–time plot of ribosome traffic as simulated
with parameters from Fig. 3b. Each red dotted line refers
to the movement of a single ribosome along the DNA.
When ribosomes slow down, for example, when queues
are developing, one sees increased density of ribosomes.
Translation of (a) pMAS23, (b) pMAS24GAG, and (c and
d) pMAS48GAG. In (a), (b), and (c), we translate mRNAs
exactly 30 times. In (d), we show how a queue develops
on a stable mRNAwith the long, slow insert.
Fig. 5. (a) Average translation time and (b) metabolic
cost of translation as a function of average number of
translations, p, per mRNA. The metabolic cost is counted
by ATP molecules needed to adjust the transcription and
translation machinery such that overall protein produc-
tion is fixed to the same value independent of p (see
Methods). The solid curve is the cost of all ribosomes as a
function of p. The three dashed curves represent the total
cost, including an mRNA processing cost of 140, 210, and
280 million ATPs per cell, respectively, at p=30.
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Figure 2.6: Space time plot of ribosome traffic for the LacZ Operon. For the
wild type LacZ (a) and for the LacZ gene with an insert of slow codons at the
end of the sequence. For figures a,b and c, we see how individual ribosomes
(red lines) move along the mRNA over time for 30 proteins being translated.
Figure d show how a queue can develop on an mRNA.
reactions occurring due to molecular collisions in a given volume which
carries with it some implications and should therefore have a framework
that encompasses this physical system.
• Consider the 4’000 mRNAs in a typical E.coli cell. They are not all
the same mRNAs and code for different genes at different rates. The
developed algorithm should allow the study of mRNA competition for
a shared pool of ribosomes among different species.
• Due to the microscopic nature of the system, noise is of importance.
LiKE mentionned above, the study of noise propagation should be con-
sidered. Namely, how does initiation noise (Collisions of molecules in 3
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dimensions, ribosomes binding to mRNA) relate to termination noise
(unbinding of a ribosome after passing through a 1D system) and how
would noise propagate in the system.
In 1977, Daniel T. Gillespie [2] proposed a stochastic simulation algorithm
(SSA) that offered a framework in which the physical nature of the system
was taken into consideration as well as an easy to implement method that
served as the backbone for the rest of the algorithm to be written into. A
quick summary of the algorithm is presented in figure 2.7.
How It Works (Direct Method) Gillespie’s analysis shows that in a
well-mixed discrete system driven by many non-reacting elastic collisions
of molecules that bring reacting species together, the probability of two
molecules colliding in an infinitesimal time can be rigorously calculated. He
then proposed to break down the simulation into single reaction steps, where
at each step the questions“When will the next reaction take place?” and
“What kind of reaction will it be?” are asked. Using two random numbers,
one exponentially distributed that gives the time to the next reaction, and
the second uniformly disctributed that gives the type of reaction that will
take place, Gillespie showed that it yielded an unbiased walk in the probabil-
ity space of the system. This is called Gillespie’s ”Direct Method”. Variants
of this algorithm exist, such as the Next Reaction Method and First Reaction
Method, and although they were not used in this work, they could be easily
extended for the use of this algorithm.
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Figure 1. The "collision volume" 6 Vod, which molecule 1 will sweep 
out relative to molecule 2 in the next small time interval 6t. 
Many chemical kineticists would probably argue that 
these considerations are rather academic, because despite 
whatever shortcomings the differential reaction-rate 
equations may have, they seem to provide the only 
practical means for numerically analyzing the time be- 
havior of nontrivial chemical systems. However, in a recent 
paper by this writer,' a new computational method was 
developed from premises which take explicit account of 
the fact that the time evolution of a spatially homogeneous 
chemical system is a discrete, stochastic process instead 
of a continuous, deterministic process. This new com- 
putational method, which we shall refer t o  as the 
"stochastic simulation algorithm", now offers an alternative 
to the differential reaction-rate equations-an alternative 
that is free of the difficulties mentioned above. 
In sections I1 and I11 of this paper, we shall describe the 
stochastic simulation algorithm and give a brief synopsis 
of the arguments used in ref 1 to derive it. Then, in section 
IV, we shall exhibit for the first time some actual numerical 
results that have been obtained in applying the algorithm 
to some well-known model chemical systems. Our purpose 
in section IV will be not so much to shed new light on the 
models treated as to illustrate in a convincing way the 
feasibility and utility of our new computational method. 
11. Physical Basis of the Stochastic Formulation 
of Chemical Kinetics 
In general, a chemical reaction occurs whenever two or 
more molecules of appropriate kinds collide in an ap- 
propriate way. The "stochastic formulation" of chemical 
kinetics is simply a consequence of taking seriously the fact 
that collisions in a system of molecules in thermal equi- 
librium occur in an essentially random manner. In this 
section we want to sketch briefly how this intuitive notion 
can be expressed in a more precise, quantitative way; a 
more detailed treatment may be found in ref 1. 
IIA. Molecular Collisions. Consider a system composed 
of a mixture of two gas-phase molecular species, SI and 
Sz,  in thermal (but not necessarily chemical) equilibrium 
inside some volume V. For simplicity, let us assume that 
the SI and S2 molecules are hard spheres of radii rl and 
rz, respectively. Then a 1-2 collision will occur whenever 
the center-to-center distance between an SI molecule and 
an S z  molecule decreases to r12 = rl + r2. Let us try to 
calculate the rate at which such collisions are occurring 
in V. Following traditional textbook derivations of the 
molecular collision rate, we begin by picking an arbitrary 
1-2 molecular pair, and denoting by ulZ the speed of 
molecule 1 relative to molecule 2. We then observe that, 
in the next small time interval 6 t ,  molecule 1 will sweep 
out relative to molecule 2 a "collision volume" SV," = 
m122.u12 6t (see Figure l), in the sense that if the center 
of molecule 2 happens to lie inside 6Vwtt at time t, then 
the two molecules will collide in the time interval ( t ,  t + 
St). 
The usual procedure now would be to estimate the 
number of S2 molecules whose centers lie inside SV,,,, 
Flgure 2. Schematic of the stochastic simulation algorithm. 
Flgurc 3. The one-standard deviation envelope (dashed) and two- 
siandara deviation envelope (solid) as CalcJlated from the master 
equalon. superimposed on me resm of one slocnastic s.mmtion run 
(dots). of tne simple isomerization reaction (221 with c = 0 5 and X ,  
= 1000. The simulation run s ploned a1 1 rpd (reactions per dot). 
divide that number by 6 r ,  and then take the limit 6t -- 0 
LO obtain the rate at which the S, molecule is colliding with 
S? molecules. However, this procedure suffers from an 
emharassing difficulty: As 6V,,, - 0, the number of S.? 
molecules whose centers lie inside 6V,, will be either I or 
0. with the latter possibility becoming more and more likely 
as the limiting process proceeds. Strictly speaking. then, 
it is physically meaningless to talk about .'the number at' 
molecules whose centers lie inside bv,,,,, in the required 
limit of vanishingly small 61. 
Instead of following the usual prartice of overriding this 
difficulty with nonrigorous "averaging" arguments, let us 
redirect our inquiry in the following way Since the system 
is in thermal equilihrium, the molecules will at all times 
he distributed randomly and uniform/) throughout the 
containing volume V. Therefore, the prubabilily that the 
center of an arbitrary S2 molecule will he found inside 6V,,, 
at time r will he given by the simple ratio ~ 6 \ ' ~ , , ,  1'; 
moreover, this is true wen in rhe limit of uanishingly small 
6V,,. If we now average this ratio over the velocity 
distributions of the St and S2 molecules. we may conclude 
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the Gillespie Direct Method.
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Chapter 3
Materials & Methods
3.1 The Algorithm
The central motivation behind this paper rests in coupling initiation, elonga-
tion and termination which are biophysicaly different events (the first being a
three dimensional collision of molecules, the second being the 1D movement
along a molecule) into a single consistent framework so as to be able to study
how these events take place in stochastic time.
If the algorithm was implemented in a standard Gillespie fashion, every
combination of mRNA+Ribosomes should be considered as a species of the
system, rendering the system quickly intractable for machines to simulate
systems with several mRNAs.
Other methods tend to suffer from having too many variables when the
system becomes bigger than a single mRNA strand. Consider in Roussel [18]
where the size of the algorithm is dependent on the size of the mRNA. From
these points it becomes apparent that developing such an algorithm is not
trivial.
Initiation reactions are simple to model in a basic Gillespie way and do
not need a particular formulation. However, how to resolve this large number
of species that occur during elongation? Consider a ribosome traveling along
a strand of mRNA. it is clear that it can only be sitting on one of the 64
codons that make up the natural genetic code. In this sense the ribosome
only ”sees” one of 64 codons at each elongation step with a particular elon-
gation rate constant KE associated to it. Therefore, is it possible to adopt
the point of view of the bound ribosome to the mRNA to create the set of
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reactions that direct the system?
By considering the movement of the ribosome as it travels from a codon
x to a codon y, the system becomes limited to 64 reactions for the elongation
and termination steps, which are completely independent of the length of the
mRNA considered or its sequence.
The main interest behind this approach is the coupling of the two ap-
parently distinct processes of initiation and elongation/termination that ac-
tually share the same underlying driving force: mRNA colliding in 3D with
ribosomes for initiation, tRNA and factors colliding in 3D with the bound
ribosomes for elongation and termination. By being able to merge the two
into a single framework, the initiation reactions are no longer decoupled from
the elongation steps, resulting in a more unified system.
3.1.1 The Model
Here is a summary of the way the algorithm presented in this work relates
to Gillespie’s Direct Method Formulation as well as the differences that need
to be considered.
What the Gillespie algorithm ”sees” is summarized by the reactions below.
mRNAmf +R30s
Ksmf−→ Rm30s
Rm30s
Ksmb−→ mRNAmf +R30s
Rm30s +R50s
K2−→ RAUG
Rx
KE(x)−→ Ry, x = (1, ...64)
In this way, using Gillespie’s algorithm, there is only need for calculating
64 + 2×m propensities, with m being the number of mRNA species to con-
sider.
Using Gillespie’s direct approach method, after the calculation of the
propensities, the time to the next reaction and what reaction will take place
are selected. When the algorithm reaches this step it is broken into three
parts: initiation reactions, movement reactions, and termination reactions.
Because we are looking at the number of ribosomes at every codon, one
needs to store the information regarding each ribosome’s position on the
mRNA, the mRNA molecule it is on, and the codon it is currently on. This
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allows for the selection of a ribosome to react when an elongation/termination
reaction takes place. Similarly, the indices of the free mRNA molecules must
be stored, as well as the indices of the Ribosomes and mRNAs that are in
the Rm30s form, to know which ones can be bound to the 50s subunit and
begin elongation.
Initiation Reactions: These are three reactions that direct initiation.
• Binding of mRNA and 30s subunit (second order reaction):
Propensity : am1 =
Ksmf
cellVol.NA
× [mRNAmf ]× [R30s]
Select (at random) a free mRNA in the system and a free ribosome,
Increase Rm30s count by 1 and lower mRNAmf and R
30s counts by 1.
Store the indexes of the mRNA and ribosome that were selected.
• Undinding of mRNA and 30s Subunit (first order reaction):
Propensity : am2 = Ks
m
b × [Rm30s]
Select (at random) an Rm30s and find the index of the mRNA and
ribosome that correspond to it. Increase R30s and mRNAmf counts by
1 and lower Rm30s count by 1. Remove the ribosome and mRNA indexes
so that they are available again.
• Binding of 50s to Rm30s (second order reaction):
Propensity : am3 =
K2
cellVol.NA
× [R50s]× [Rm30s]
Select (at random) an Rm30s and find the index of the mRNA and Ri-
bosome that correspond to it. Find which codon x the ribosome is on.
Update the ribosome position to 1, increase Rx count by 1 and store the
index of the ribosome. Lower R50s and R
m
30s counts by 1. Also, store the
position of the Ribosome in an array of size[m][TotalmRNA(m)][mRNALength(m)],
called the Occupancy Array to use for checking on ribosome bumping.
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Elongation + Termination Reactions: (Rx → Ry)
The movement from one ribosome at a given codon Rx to the next codon
Ry in such a way that the next codon y is calculated by mRNAseq[(pos(Rx) + 1] =
y. This limits the system to a set of 64 reactions (one for each codon) for
which we can have codon-specific elongation rates (KE(c), c being one of the
64 possible codons). To these 64 reactions are added a simplified version of
the reactions involved in the initiation of transcription, that is, the binding
of the 30s Ribosomal Subunit with rate Ksf , it’s eventual unbinding (Rate
Ksb) and the binding of the 50s Ribosomal Subunit (K2).
Movement along a strand of mRNA is modeled after the Mitarai paper,
in which each ribosome is taken to have an occlusion distance of L codons
when on the strand. This in turn limits the movement of the ribosome if
there is another ribosome in front of it L codons away.
• Movement of a ribosome (first order reaction)
Propensity : ax = KE(x)× [Rx]
Select (at random) an index from the Rx (That is, all the ribosomes
that are on codon x). From that index, find the mRNA species, the
position of the ribosome on the mRNA and the next codon y.
Check on the Occupancy array that there is no other ribosome on that
particular mRNA closer than L+1 codons from the current ribosome.
If there is, then no movement can happen.
If there is no ribosome occluding the L+1 codon, then movement can
take place, which involves: Lowering Rx by 1, increasing Ry by 1, up-
dating the Occupancy matrix and the ribosome indices.
Also during this step, the algorithm checks for when the codon’s posi-
tion is equal to L, that way it can free the mRNA index again, so that
it can receive a new ribosome.
• Termination reaction (first order reaction) If the reaction lands on one
of the 3 STOP codons, then termination takes place.
The propensity is the same as an elongation reaction as they are con-
sidered to be ribosome movements.
Select (at random) an index from the Rx, x here being one of the 3
stop codons. From that index, get the mRNA species, and update
the Occupancy matrix. Remove the index of the ribosome, add +1 to
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R30s and R50s (unbinding of the ribosomal subunits), and increase the
protein count by 1.
The algorithm outputs the following files:
• ”Molecules” is a file that contains the number of free mRNAs, free R30s,
free R50s, R
m
50s, proteins in the system over time, as well as the number
of initiations, elongations and terminations that took place during the
run.
• ”Rhos” contains at each line the total number of ribosomes at a given
position on all the mRNA strands for a given mRNA species, over time.
• ”Proteins” contains the number of proteins generated by each mRNA
individually, over time.
• ”Polys” contains the average polysome size of a species m of mRNA,
over time.
3.2 Features of the method
As stated above, this formulation captures the coupling between the elon-
gation events (through tRNA competition) to the initiation events. The
ribosome movement is independent on an mRNA strand but the choice of
having an elongation reaction is dependent on the propensities of each other
reaction in the system as well, thanks to Gillespie.
Scaling: One of the most interesting aspects of this algorithm is that the
number of reactions does not scale with the number of molecules of in the
system. This way, the data recovery remains very much identical no matter
what system and how many molecules are being studied. The system does
increase by 3 reactions each time a new mRNA species is added, to account
for varying Kimf , Ki
m
b and K2.
Easily Expandable: The Gillespie backbone allows for very easy addition
of any number of reactions, such as different termination rates per mRNA,
or modelling initiation in a more complete way, taking into account other
intermediates, as seen in figure 2.1.
Fast: For an mRNA strand of 144 codons, 100’000 ribosomes and 100 mR-
NAs, the algorithm takes less than a minute to generate one trajectory where
10’000 proteins are produced,
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3.2.1 Sample Trajectory
In the annex figure 9.2 is an example trajectory of a system of 1000 identi-
cal LacZ Operon mRNAs competing for 18’000 Ribosomes, with parameters
borrowed from Mitarai et al. The algorithm was run until 10’000 proteins
were produced, and the results were viewed using the R tool for Statistical
Computing 1, with the elongation rates from the Mitarai paper (See figure
9.3) in the Annex. Ksf = 3.10
8s−1Mol−1, Ksb = 10s−1, K2= 3.108s−1.Mol−1.
1www.r-project.org
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Chapter 4
Results
Most of the results in this report deal with the recovery of the H-R model
from [6], because the size of the system (100 mRNAs of length 144 codons
and 100’000) Ribosomes allowed for fast simulations. A wide range of pa-
rameters could be studied in this way. The mRNA that was input into the
system is the human α-globin gene that H-R used in their model due to the
experimental data available from its recombinant expression in E.coli .
Also, for these results, the model was further simplifed by considering the
binding of the ribosome to the mRNA as being single-step. This implies that
Ksb = 0s
−1 and K2  Ksf . Running a series of trajectories where the Ksf
was varied from 0s−1 to 1.104s−1.Mol−1 by increments of 200s−1.Mol−1 and
the KT (The termination rate) from 0s
−1 to 0.5s−1 by increments of 0.002s−1
yields the surface plots seen in figure 4.1. Each trajectory was run at steady
state until 10’000 proteins were produced (On average, 100 per mRNA),
sampling the data every 500th iteration of the algorithm. The elongation
rates KE were fixed to 1.0s
−1. Figure 4.1 represents about 20 Gigabytes of
data, and each point in the surface plot is read from the files output by the
algorithm (4 files generated for each trajectory).
4.1 Recovering the H-R Model
Using figure 4.1 we can then recover plots for varying Ksf and a fixed KT ,
which gives us plots similar to the Heinrich-Rappoport model (Figure 4.2).
The results are for only a fixed KE value of 1.0s
−1 = 60min−1. Unlike the
H-R model, there is no abrupt jump in polysome sizes. The behavior of the
protein production curves matches the observed behavior of the H-R model,
for similar values of KT (black and red curves vs curves a and b from H-R).
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Figure 4.1: Surface plot obtained from runs of the stochastic translation al-
gorithm. Top Right: Average number of proteins per mRNA in Proteins.s−1,
Top Left: Average polysome size per mRNA. Bottom Left: Standard devi-
ation in protein production for each (Ksf , KT ) pair. Bottom Left: Idem for
polysome sizes.
We also observe a direct anti-correlation between polysome size and protein
production rate.
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Figure 4.2: By following along a given kT on the surface plots, we can trace,
for a fixed KE, the variation in polysome size as well as the protein production
of the considered mRNA. The curve at KT = 0.2s
−1 is the maximum protein
production rate obtainable for any value of KT > 0.2s
−1.
4.2 Recovering the Z-H Model
Again using the surface plot data, by plotting the ribosome density on the
x axis and the protein production rate on the y axis, first along a fixed KT ,
then lowering the KT value, plots close to the Z-H model can be recovered.
Figure 4.3 was obtained by initially setting KT = 0.3s
−1 and varying Ksf
from 200 to 10’000s−1Mol−1. At Ksf = 10’000s−1Mol−1, KT was lowered
from 0.3 to 0.002s−1.
The result compares directly to the plot from the Z-H model that was
presented in figure 2.4. The accumulation of points at the top of the plot
show many similar (Ksf , KT ) to be responsible for the same production rates.
The maximum production rate is near to 5 proteins per second at a density
of about 0.65. Considering that the influence of the elongation rate was not
studied in this context, one cannot conclude directly that this is indeed the
highest production rate available to this system.
4.3 Recovering the Queueing
A simulation was run, mimicking the parameters used by Mitarai et al, where
the queueing that was observed in their paper is recovered using the new al-
gorithm (Figure 4.4). Here the mRNA used was the lacZ operon to which
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Figure 4.3: Specific protein production as a function of polysome size. The
large number of dots around the top represents points where varying the Ksf
or KT has little impact on the polysome size for a given protein production
rate or vice-versa. KE=1.0s
−1.
the sequence CGA(GAG)8CCG was inserted 6 times at nucleotide position
2779. GAG is considered a slow codon by the Mitarai paper (See Annex), so
adding a long series of these should have an effect on the ribosome distribu-
tions on the mRNA.
The simulation was run for 1 mRNA at a very high ribosome numbers
(18’000) so as to ensure that the binding of ribosome to mRNA was not the
limiting step driving the system. A variable was created to record the posi-
tions over time of each ribosome that had irreversibly bound to the mRNA.
As in in the Mitarai paper, the queueing is very apparent at the end
of the sequence, where the insert was added, as shown by the ribosome
translocation rates becoming smaller, because ribosomes are spending more
time at the slow codons (more important negative slopes on the graph).
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Figure 4.4: Queueing observed in a high Ribosome concentration with the
following parameters: Ksf = 3.10
8s−1.Mol−1, Ksb = 5s−1, K2= 108s−1.Mol−1,
for 1 mRNA in the presence of 18’000 Ribosomes. The algorithm was run
until 50 proteins were produced. The mRNA used is a lacZ Operon with an
added duplicate of slow codons after nucleotide 2779.
4.4 Implicit Noise, Expanded Results
4.4.1 Looking at the noise in the H-R Model
Noise polysome noise levels were plotted for KT = 0.02s
−1 as a function of
Ksf and as a function of the ribosome density. These values show two zones
where the polysome noise is important. One for low values of Ksf or initiation
limited translation, and a second at a ribosome density of around 0.6. Con-
sidering that the maximum polysome size in the system is 12 (mRNA length
divided by ribosome occlusion distance), this corresponds to a polysome size
of around 7.2 which is the zone where we would expect the H-R model to
leap in polysome size, for the same value of KT .
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Figure 4.5: Top: Normalized standard deviations of polysome noise for
increasing Ksf values. The system is very noisy for low values of Ksf
(KT = 0.02.s
−1 Bottom: Plotting normalized polysome size standard de-
viation versus ribosomal density shows a bump in polysome noise centered
at around 0.6 density.
4.4.2 Expanding on the Z-H Model
When looking at the standard deviation surfaces, ploting the normalized
standard deviation of the protein production rate with respect to polysome
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size results in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Normalized standard deviation of protein production plotted
against polysome size. As the system reaches an optimal polysome size for
maximum protein translation, the uncertainty on the number of proteins
being produced goes down.
This result suggests that optimal protein production rates due to polysome
self-organization also work towards minimizing the uncertainty in the output
of the system.
It is also possible to recover the ribosome distributions for each point of
figure 4.3 and verify the H-Z conclusion that the maximum protein produc-
tion rate occurs when the ribosome distributions along the mRNA are still
uniform. Figure 4.7 illustrates four distributions selected at 5 different po-
sitions of figure 4.3, going from low polysome size, reaching optimal protein
translation, at maximum protein translation, at high ribosome density and
at maximum ribosome density.
As the system nears the maximum ribosome density, the ribosome distri-
butions become less uniform, because of ribosomes are forced to stay longer
at certain codons. The phenomenon starts at the end of the mRNA, due to
the kinetics being termination limited.
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Figure 4.7: Looking at the ribosome densities for different values of Ksf and
KT . Going from left to right: Copy of figure 4.3, Ksf = 2000s
−1Mol−1,
KT = 0.3s
−1, Middle: Ksf = 10′000s−1Mol−1, KT = 0.3s−1, and,
Ksf = 10
′000−1Mol−1, KT = 0.15s−1, Bottom: Ksf = 10′000s−1Mol−1,
KT = 0.1s
−1 and Ksf = 10′000−1Mol−1 and KT = 0.002s−1
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Throughout the examples, the validity of the stochastic translation algorithm
is demonstrated, the obtained data matches well with the existing data from
validated models. By looking at noise distributions of protein production,
the algorithm offers both an elegant result as well as a great window of op-
portunity for further work in this direction.
Discussion for the H-R results: The recovery of the Heinrich-Rapoport
model seems, at first not complete . The ”jumps” in polysome sizes were not
observed in figure 2.2. The parameters chosen did not exactly match the H-R
polysome size curves either. However, it is possible that this jump behavior
arises from bistability of the parameters at high ribosome densities. In that
case looking at the distributions of polysomes in the system offers a better
understanding of the results. If a bistable behavior exists, then there should
be two distinct distributions of polysome sizes, one working at a high regime
and the other at a lower one, visible in the noise distributions as an increase
of the standard deviation in polysome sizes. Because we only look at the
average polysome sizes, it is entirely possible that this behavior is smoothed
out in the recovered H-R curves. A proof that this behavior is taking place
can be seen in figure 4.5. The bump in polysome standard deviation noise
shows that at a regime between Ksf = [1700−2100]s−1Mol−1 and a ribosome
density of about 0.6 (Polysome size=7.2) for KT = 0.02s
−1 (corresponding
to the red curve in the H-R plots and close to curve (b) in the H-R data)
appears where the leap in polysome size is expected. This suggests that there
is a change of phase, where the noise of the system becomes important before
switching to a what could be called a crystallized state. This behavior, which
was not captured when averaging the polysome sizes over time for the H-R
model, is illustrated by figure HR-polysomeNoise
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So the algorithm did correctly recover the H-R model, and gave results
that could be matched properly to the expected behaviors. Looking at a
polysome distribution could help determine more precisely the nature of this
behavior, by showing the presence of multiple polysome size sub-populations.
Discussion for the Z-H results: The ribosome density vs. protein pro-
duction plots were recovered in good agreement with the Zouridis-Hatzimanikatis
data, even when considering constant elongation rates. Overlapping the pro-
tein noise distributions with respect to ribosome density showed that as the
system reaches a maximal protein production rate, the noise levels are re-
duced, suggesting that at steady state this is the optimal behavior for protein
production. Typical textbook data suggests that 80% of ribosomes are active
at any time, so about 14’400 ribosomes are on the 4’000 mRNAs that are on
average 1’100 bases long, or 360 codons. If we consider the 14’400 ribosomes,
there are on average 4 ribosomes available per mRNA. With an occlusion dis-
tance of 12 codons, there can be a maximum of 30 ribosomes on an mRNA
molecule. So the average occupancy is around 0.15. Figure 4.5 shows that
low noise levels start at around a density of 0.3, which, considering the very
broad variations in obtaining the textbook data, confirms, in terms of noise
levels that the concentrations automatically allow for this low noise level. An
interesting follow-up result would involve the reproduction of figure 4.5 with
the average parameter values in E.coli to further validate this result.
One conclusion of the Z-H model states that the maximum translation rate
is found for Ksf ,KT pairs for which the ribosome distributions are uniform
along the length of the mRNA. Figure 4.6 shows indeed that, as we get closer
to a ribosome density of 1.0, the ribosome distributions become less uniform,
reaching a point where the mRNA is blocked by 12 queueing ribosomes (Fig-
ure 4.6 , bottom right). Interestingly, the noise is not minimal for ribosome
densities lower than 0.6, showing that perhaps a certain density of the sys-
tem is needed to reduce the uncertainty. Just enough to avoid queueing, and
interesting results should appear when variable translation rates are included
into the model.
Queueing results: For the slow lacZ operon, the algorithm recovers the
queueing behavior properly when considering the variable elongation rates
suggested by Mitarai et al. The system models the behavior of ribosome
queueing explicitely and gives very clean results when viewing individual
mRNAs, but the study on different mRNA populations, and the polysome
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distributions varying over time could give rise to very interesting behaviors
to study, that were, unfortunately not carried out during this project.
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Chapter 6
Future Outlook
The work presented in this Masters is intended to represent a validation of
the use of this stochastic translation algorithm, which offers the possibility to
answer an important number of interesting questions, as well as modified to
encompass the ever-growing amount of knowledge that exists on this subject,
and perhaps bring interesting answers and new emergent behaviors.
Many Species: The results and figures shown in this report deal only with
a single mRNA species (either the α-globin gene or the LacZ operon), but the
algorithm is capable of generating a pool of multiple mRNA species, allowing
for the study of mRNA competition for resources, like ribosome availabilities,
that could offer some interesting insights as supplemental forms of protein
translation regulation.
Using The Variable Codon Rates: For the most part, a fixed elongation
rate was used throughout this work, and even when multiple elongation rates
were used, as in the queueing example, it only involved either slow, normal
or fast codons, without further development. In a second paper by Zouridis
& Hatzimanikatis [21], the codon translation rates are calculated for each
codon, adding a supplemental layer to their model, and bringing it closer
to the physical reality of the system. In the case of the stochastic transla-
tion algorithm, one could envision deriving rate expressions for the different
codons as well, so as to further study their effect on protein translation and
ribosome density distributions.
More Complex Initiation: As shown in the introduction, prokaryotic ini-
tiation of translation has several more players than just the mRNA and the
Ribosomal subunits, in cases of initiation-driven protein translation. Adding
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these supplementary species can help discover where the rate-limiting reac-
tions are, and how this gives rise to the kinetic rate constants that were used
in this project and more importantly the distributions of the molecules.
Stalling: In a recent article by Jin-Der Wen et al [19], an experiment is
described where a single codon is followed as it translates a strand of mRNA
using optical tweezers to ”see” the opening of the mRNA hairpin as the
ribosome opens it. One of the conclusions is that ribosome stalling occurs,
which could be modeled into the system. For this one would have to find a
criterion for stalling and check whether this addition modifies the output of
the algorithm.
Consider Steric Hindrance in the elongation rates: As a ribosome
gets closer to another, the electrostatic forces occurring in the proximity
should modify the affinity of tRNA for the A site, reducing it as the ribosomes
get closer. By coding this aspect explicitly into the algorithm, a more realistic
system can be obtained. In practice, this would involve generating a table
of correction values for the KE for each ribosome that is bound, and modify
it each time a ribosome moves. Then, instead of choosing a ribosome index
at random, (uniformly), the selection can be done by using the correction
values as a weight matrix for selecting the ribosomes.
mRNA Birth, Decay and energy expenditure: Several papers and,
in this case, the Mitarai paper explain how maximum protein synthesis with
respect to resource allocation is maximized for small-lifespan mRNAs. This
puts in question the concept of studying these systems with fixed non-varying
mRNA numbers and at steady state. Adding mRNA birth and decay explic-
itly might bring about new behaviors and modes that could not be considered
within this work. Because the algorithm already records the number of initi-
ation, elongation and termination events, these can be coupled to an energy
usage function that would calculate the ATPs that are consumed at each
time step, providing the same type of data that the Mitarai paper was able
to produce.
Variable kI based on ∆G or other strategies: There is a large body
of data dealing with the modeling of transcription initiation in prokaryotes:
Models based on the Shine-Dalgamo sequence or even others showing how
changes in the codon +1 to +5 upstream of the S-D sequence could yield
10-fold changes in protein expression. One approach showed that the Gibbs
free energy was well correlated to initiation rates. It would be interesting to
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code this into the algorithm, providing a dynamic Ksf value, dependent on
the conformation of the 5’ end of the mRNA.
Explicitly Code tRNA Competition: The second paper by Zouridis
deals with the competition of tRNAs for binding to the Ribosomal A site,
showing it to be the rate-limiting step in the elongation cycle [21]. It should
be possible to code this competition explicitly by considering a system of 64
× 64 reactions, where each tRNA has a certain probability of being able to
reach the Ribosomal A site, and then unbind.
Noise Propagation Through The System: An aspect which is interest-
ing to consider is that the 1D movement of the Ribosome along the mRNA
could act as a low-pass filter, removing the high-frequency noise that arises
from rapid binding an unbinding of the 30s subunit, or any other element in
the initiation cascade. By using a more complete initiation model, one could
then consider outputting ”virtual” proteins at given lengths of the mRNA
and see how their distributions change as the ribosomes move towards the 3’
end. Variable elongation rates also have a role to play, as was shown in the
Mitarai paper and the Zouridis paper.
Other Gillespie implementations: The direct method of the Gillespie
algorithm was sufficient for the purposes of this work, but improvement of
the speed of the algorithm can be obtained by using Gillespie’s Next Reac-
tion method, which reduces the need for pseudorandom number generation,
removing a certain calculation load from the processor. Code optimization to
avoid using complex or poorly efficient functions for indexing can also further
improve the speed.
Sensitivity Analysis: a very important aspect of systems biology deals
with sensitivity analysis, which are mathematical tools that allow for the
identification of the sources of variation or uncertainty in a mathematical
model. There is a large body of sensitivity analysis tools available for deter-
ministic continuous systems, as well as literature for stochastic models [5].
Adding sensitivity analysis to the model suggested would help gain a more
mathematically sound and robust understanding regarding the interplay and
influence of each reactant and product in the system.
Friendly Interface: As of now, the algorithm is a simple program com-
piled each time new parameters are input. A clean code that would allow
for interested scientific collaborators to generate their own simulations in an
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easy-enough-to-use fashion would help both boost the interest in this algo-
rithm as well as allow for a faster and quickerr selection of parameters for
simulation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
For this project, the goal was to produce a stochastic translation algorithm
that consisted of a unified framework in which the elongation and termina-
tion reactions are described in terms of the ribosomal point of view, that is,
looking at transitions of the ribosomes from one codon to the next rather
than the evolution of all the mRNA / ribosome species combinations that
exist in the system. These reactions can then be directly coupled to the
initiation reactions that can be modeled using Gillespie’s algorithm.
Testing the stochastic translation algorithm against the discrete queueing
paper by Mitarai et al, which was the starting point of this project, showed
that through the Gillespie formulation, the queueing behavior observed in
their results could be replicated, with the added possibility to look at noise
distributions of the ribosomes and the polysomes as they move towards the
3’ end of the mRNA (Data not shown here).
Borrowing from the Heinrich and Rapoport model, the algorithm was
capable of replicating the results of polysome size pileup. The jump be-
havior is explained through the noise distributions of polysome sizes along
the ribosomal density to show that it is reminding of a phase change in the
system, where the polysome sizes switch from low density to higher density,
like crystallization in physical systems. A follow-up work should look at the
polysome size distributions for the mRNA population, to see if at the regime
switching point, we can observe different sub-populations in polysome size.
The conclusions of the Zouridis-Hatzimanikatis model presented in the
introduction were recovered, namely that increasing polysome sizes leads to
increased protein translation rate, up to a maximum when the kinetics be-
come termination limited. Also, maximum production rates occur while the
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ribosome density remains uniform. Also, the capacity at viewing noise in the
stochastic model was illustrated by showing how protein noise distribution
as a function of ribosome density reached a minimum when at maximum
protein production. The plateau of noise is also reached at around a density
of 0.3, corresponding to the average ribosomal occupancy in E.coli .
Ribosomal queueing was visible when using the parameters from Mitarai
et al’s Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation, showing the equivalence in the for-
mulation of the algorithm.
The validation of the algorithm can be considered successful and opens
the possibility to answer many questions regarding the noise distributions in
the system when considering multiple mRNA species and different elongation
rate constants for each codon, based, for example on tRNA availability and
competition. Sensitivity analysis of these systems should provide valuable
information about the influence of the different parameters and species to
the global behavior of the system. The simple implementation of the algo-
rithm makes it easily expandable to account for many other parameters and
provides a good starting point for research in stochastic translation.
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Chapter 9
Annex
Figure 9.1: Natural Genetic Code: Codons and their corresponding amino-
acids.
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Figure 9.2: Example output trajectories of the stochastic translation algo-
rithm for a system of 1000 lacZ opeon mRNAs run until 5’000 proteins were
output. The ribosomal occupancy is an average over time but the system
outputs the occupancy at each desired time step to a time graph can be
generated.
values for Escherichia coli, respectively.18 The A, B,
and C rates are modeling parameters and varied in
our curve-fitting procedure (see later). In the
discussion, we analyze the robustness of the
conclusions with respect to the assignment of
model parameters.
The experimental data used in our modeling are
shown in Fig. 3a. The incorporated radioactivity is
normalized to the 23 methionine residues in the lacZ
gene. They are obtained as the average of the data of
Sørensen and Pedersen2 and an independent
unpublished measurement. The parental plasmid
pMAS23 and the mRNAs with inserts containing
many GAA or GAG codons are briefly described in
Methods.
The radioactivity incorporated into full-length
protein increases monotonously with time in these
experim nts. As shown in Fig. 3a, the incorporation
curve fo the pMAS24GAG mRNA with the short
insert is displaced with a constant time from the
parental pMAS23 curve early in the experiment.
This interval is the time for translating the insert,
and the early displacement directly reflects that the
insert is placed close to the 3′ end of the mRNA. For
the mRNAwith the tandem insert, the incorporation
curve is progressively delayed relative to the two
other curves. This more than additive effect of the
long insert is explained in the simplest manner by
extended queuing from the long, slow insert, where
ribosomes that were most 5′ on the mRNA at the
time of the radioactive pulse not only have to
translate the insert but also have to wait for the
ribosomes in front to pass the insert. This observa-
tion of a queue for the long insert in pMAS48GAG
without a noticeable queue for the short insert in
pMAS24GAG turned out to constrain the model
parameters describing the translation process and
give a glimpse into the noise associated to the
translating ribosome.
Results from the modeling
Figure 3 shows several examples of the model
simulation, representing the best fit to the experi-
mental data as well as a number of variants that
illustrate the most important parameters. The best fit
was selected from combinations of the following
values of A, B, and C rates: A: 20, 25, 30, and 35
codons/s; B: 6, 7, 8, and 9 codons/s; and C: 3, 3.5, 4,
and 4.5 codons/s.
To choose the parameter sets that best fit all the
data, we calculate the variance between each
simulated curve and the 13 experimental data points
from the rising part of the experimental curve for
pMAS23, pMAS24GAG, and pMAS48GAG. Then,
we chose the parameter sets that minimize the
variance for the data sets.
Figure 3b shows the modeled curves with the very
best fit: the A, B, and C rates being 35, 8, and 4.5/s,
respectively, and the on-rate being 0.9/s. Table 2
gives several sets of A, B, and C rates that almost
equally well reproduce the experimental data. In
Fig. 3c, the simulation with the same parameter as
Fig. 3b but with deterministic translation is shown,
where a ribosome waits exactly for the duration 1/
Rx before it moves to the next codon (details are
given in Methods). In Fig. 3c, all curves rise faster
than Fig. 3b, and the queue formation in pMAS48-
GAG is not reproduced. The stochastic translation is
needed in order to reproduce the divergence of the
latter part of the pMAS24GAG and pMAS48GAG
curves. Finally, Fig. 3d demonstrates the necessity of
having the A, B, and C rates different. The figure
shows a fully stochastic simulation with the on-rate
of 0.9/s as Fig. 3b, but the A, B, and C rates are all
13.25/s. This can reproduce the data for pMAS23
but not for the mRNAs with inserts.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows a space–time plot given by
the simulation. Here, each line depicts the move-
ment of a ribosome down the mRNA. Where the
lines contact each other, this indicates collision
between ribosomes. Figure 4 illustrates that the
short insert only rarely provokes ribosome queuing
when translating mRNA an average 30 times,
whereas the tandem insert regularly generates
extensive queuing. Figure 4d shows the extensive
queuing arising if the pMAS48GAG mRNA had
been stable. The space–time plots also showed that
collisions normally are resolved quickly whereas
Table 1. The standard genetic code table with our
tentative assignment of the codon-specific translation
rates for E. coli growing in glycerol minimal medium
TTT B TCT A TAT B TGT B
TTC A TCC A TAC A TGC A
TTA B TCA B TAA – TGA –
TTG B TCG B TAG – TGG A
CTT B CCT C CAT B CGT A
CTC B CCC C CAC A CGC A
CTA B CCA C CAA B CGA C (4.2)
CTG A CCG B (7.0) CAG A CGG C
ATT A ACT A AAT B AGT B
ATC A ACC A AAC A AGC B
ATA C ACA B AAA A AGA C
ATG A ACG B AAG B AGG C
GTT A GCT A GAT B GGT A
GTC B GCC B GAC A GGC A
GTA A GCA A GAA A (35.0) GGA C
GTG A GCG B GAG B (7.5) GGG B
To have only three values for the codon-specific translation rates
is a simplification and the values we use are tentative, but based
on the following reasoning: Four average rates were measured
previously: one fast (GAA 22/s), two medium (GAG 6.4/s and
CCG 5.8/s), and one slow (CGA 4.2/s).2 From this study, one can
extrapolate several likely conclusions: (1) for each amino acid, the
codon that is predominantly used in the genes encoding
ribosomal proteins is assigned the A rate. One exception is the
preferred CCG codon that was measured to have a B rate. (2)
Other codons translated by the same tRNA are translated
threefold slower and is assigned a B rate. The B rate is also
assumed for codons that are used with medium frequency in the
ribosomal-type genes. (3) In some cases, as, for instance, ACT and
ACC, the frequency of use in the genes for abundant proteins is
high and similar; hence, both are assigned the A rate. (4) The C
rate is assigned to the remaining three nonpreferred proline
codons, expected to be slower than CCG, and to the rarely used
codons ATA, CGA, CGG, AGA, AGG, and GGA. The values for
the A, B, and C rates can be optimized independently in the
applet. The rates for translating the codons CCG, GAA, GAG, and
CGA approximately corrected for collisions are shown in
parentheses.
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Figure 9.3: Codon transcription rates selected by Mitarai et al. for their
model. For th p rposes of this masters, A = 35s−1, B = 8.0s−1 and C =
4.5s−1
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